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Explaining thought process, design decisions, and goals: 
The goals with this redesign is to ideally improve usability and the user experience flow 
for streamers trying to set up an Alert Box widget. The metric I aimed to improve with 
this redesign was shorter time to task completion for setting up Alert Box widget. This 
is done with changing the current design layout of menu items and with performing an 
analysis on the information hierarchy. 

 
Specifically, this is done with making the current eye flow or scanning of the web page 
more intuitive. As the users eye scans the page, I wanted it to go in a natural order in 
an F-shaped pattern. Accordingly, users first read or scan a page in a horizontal 
manner, from left to right, usually starting at the top of the screen. Then eye tracking 
shows that users start scanning downwards before again in a horizontal direction. 
Because of this, I rearranged how the menu is laid out, from vertical left side bar to a 
horizontal top bar. You can see this in the screenshots below: 


Above screenshot: current design of Streamlabs taken on May 16th, 2019. 
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Above screenshot: my redesign of Streamlabs marked up to show eye scanning. 

Continuing with this line of thinking and goal for my redesign, I proceeded to have my 
design layout for Alert Box settings follow the same F-shape design: first horizontal, 
from left to right, then downwards. In the screenshot below, notice first we’d tap on the 
setting category we want “General Settings” and then move on to the right side to 
adjust settings as needed before then moving to the next menu item (down, and to the 
left). 


Above screenshot: my redesign of Streamlabs Alerts setting section. 
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This is also the reason I moved the testing section of the widget to the bottom end of 
the page. Once the user has completed with their Alert Box settings, they can then 
proceed to test it. In the current design, a user would scroll downwards to change any 
setting before moving up again to test. 


The current way for users to interact with the testing section of the Alert Box widget 
was also confusing to me when I first started using Streamlabs a while back. For users 
that are interacting with the software in their first time, this could be a deterrent on 
continuing to proceed with using this software and possibility seeking alternative 
solutions. In UX, we call this the FTUE or FTUX (first time user experience) funnel. So 
with the redesign this section using information architecture, my goal was improve user 
drop off and we could track this through the user retention metric.


Below screenshot: my redesign of Streamlabs Alerts setting section. 
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In comparison to the current design of the Test Widget section: 


Final thoughts on Alert Box Take-Home Assignment: 
As mentioned in the e-mail, I thoroughly enjoyed working on this redesign! I think the 
Streamlabs software has very elegant solution and a beautiful user interface for what 
it’s trying to do and with all the information that has to be displayed. I had a great time 
working on figuring out ways to improve the current design. I hope you’ve enjoyed 
reading about my process for coming up with this design solution and that it meets the 
Streamlabs standards :-) Thank you for giving me the chance to work on your product. 


As a final note, I do invite you to take a look at my portfolio if you would like to see 
some of my other work (link following): amyduong.com 

 
Please note my portfolio is password protected so in order to access other pages 
besides the homepage, the password is: 5819amyduongux0 
 
I apologize if there you come across any issues and if it becomes of an inconvenience 
to you. Feel free to reach out if you have any questions that I can help with.  
 
 
Warmest regards, 


(signed May 16th, 2019)
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